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“What’s in a name? Everything . . . if you have my name.” At her exclusive Manhattan high
school, seventeen-year-old Gia is the most hated/loved girl in school. Why? Her father doesn’t have a boss.
He is the boss—the capo di tutti cappi, boss of all bosses. Not that Gia cares. But life gets complicated when
she meets a cop she calls “Officer Hottie” and feels a surprising chemistry. Then Vogue magazine wants to
feature Gia in a fashion spread about real-life bad girls. On top of this, she’s running for class president. Can
Gia step out from under her dad’s shadow and show everyone there’s more to her than “Mafia Girl?”
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From reader reviews:

Howard Kincaid:

Nowadays reading books be a little more than want or need but also work as a life style. This reading habit
give you lot of advantages. Associate programs you got of course the knowledge the actual information
inside the book that will improve your knowledge and information. The data you get based on what kind of
reserve you read, if you want drive more knowledge just go with training books but if you want really feel
happy read one having theme for entertaining for example comic or novel. The Mafia Girl is kind of book
which is giving the reader unpredictable experience.

Debra Sudduth:

Reading can called imagination hangout, why? Because when you are reading a book mainly book entitled
Mafia Girl your head will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in each and every aspect that maybe
unknown for but surely will end up your mind friends. Imaging each word written in a reserve then become
one form conclusion and explanation in which maybe you never get ahead of. The Mafia Girl giving you one
more experience more than blown away your mind but also giving you useful data for your better life on this
era. So now let us demonstrate the relaxing pattern here is your body and mind are going to be pleased when
you are finished reading through it, like winning a game. Do you want to try this extraordinary paying spare
time activity?

Kathryn Botello:

Are you kind of busy person, only have 10 or maybe 15 minute in your moment to upgrading your mind
ability or thinking skill perhaps analytical thinking? Then you are receiving problem with the book than can
satisfy your limited time to read it because all this time you only find publication that need more time to be
go through. Mafia Girl can be your answer since it can be read by an individual who have those short free
time problems.

Phyllis Sharrow:

Some people said that they feel uninterested when they reading a book. They are directly felt the item when
they get a half areas of the book. You can choose the particular book Mafia Girl to make your reading is
interesting. Your skill of reading skill is developing when you just like reading. Try to choose
straightforward book to make you enjoy to learn it and mingle the sensation about book and looking at
especially. It is to be 1st opinion for you to like to open a book and examine it. Beside that the e-book Mafia
Girl can to be your brand-new friend when you're really feel alone and confuse using what must you're doing
of the time.
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